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Abstract
Our paper is focused on data evaluation about the full recycling of waste by special statistical
software and by using the principles of logistics. The paper goes further than the paper entitled
“Environmental assessment of waste recycling based on principles of logistics and computer simulation
design,” which outputs a number of data that need to be reviewed and evaluated separately. Data,
representing 15 types of waste for 5 years, enter the analysis. There were the types of waste that make
up the most important part of the total waste production by means of descriptive statistics. Thanks to
this, they were identified as the most important (from the production point of view) plastic granules
with an average of 755.05 t/month, glass with an average of 672.233 t/month and paper with the average
of 645.25 t/month. The persistence of particular waste type generation was examined by the variation
coefficient in order to reduce the risk of supply of these secondary raw materials in the downstream
supply chain. Selected waste elements can be considered relatively stable with a variation coefficient in
the range 2.4-4.1%; the least stable type is electronic dust with a coefficient of variation of up to almost
23%.
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Introduction
Application of the current logistics options for the
overall waste sorting gives an assumption of reducing
the overall environmental load. On the basis of the
information about the operation of such systems, it is
possible to create accurate computer simulation models
[1] where the outcomes of these models are several
numbers of other data and information that can be
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used to backward investigate systems with the aim to
improving our environment [2]. But the problem is
that the amount of data collected represents so much
information that it is problematic to evaluate effectively
in a standard way. For this reason, a statistical analysis
program is used to further understand the operation of
the overall waste separation system and to analyse data.
The aim of this paper is to point to an effective
analysis and evaluation of the data obtained from a
system that deals with the complete classification of
waste and to understand the behaviour of such a system
in order to make it more efficient and to determine the
possibilities for further development of the system.
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Theoretical base

Logistics Approach and Computer Statistical
Analysis of Data
Using classical spreadsheet editors to analyse
acquired data is popular, but has significant limitations
that affect the quality of the data analysis itself. Quality
is related to the possibilities of table spreadsheet editors
as well as to the skills and knowledge of spreadsheet
editor users. For these reasons, the professional
statistical program has been used to comprehensively
analyse data of complete waste separation, and some
outputs will be shown in the other chapters of the paper.
Computer statistical analysis of data (CSAD) allows
for significant progress in data analysis obtained for
a wide research area. This also helps professionals
who do not specifically deal with statistical evaluation
and analysis. The use of such program resources
is widespread. Authors Tang and Zhang [3] use a
comprehensive but simple-to-use software package
called data processing system (DPS), which has been
developed to execute a range of standard numerical
analyses and operations used in experimental design,
statistics and data mining. DPS software provides
experimenters with the scientific and statistical
procedures needed to maximize the knowledge gained
from research data. These procedures include ANOVA
on sums of squares for balanced data and a GLM
approach to analyse any type of experimental design,
including unbalanced designs and experiments with
missing values. With DPS it is possible to fit statistical
models containing factors whether the data are
experimental or observational [3]. It is also important
to use CSAD for the analysis and evaluation of logistics
systems and their environmental aspects. Such an
application is included in an analytical and statistical
JMP program.
According to the authors Jones and Sall [4], JMP
is a statistical software environment that enables
scientists, engineers, and business analysts to make
discoveries through data exploration. One powerful
method for beginning the process of discovery employs
statistically designed experiments. A well-designed
experiment ensures that the resulting data have large
information content. We support this method with
custom design, an innovative approach to the statistical
design of experiments. But whether your results come
from designed experiments or from an observational
study, we provide analytical tools that put graphs up
front. JMP’s graphical user interface (GUI) makes
these plots interactive and dynamically linked to each
other and to the data [4]. According to the author Smith
et al. [5], the use of different statistical techniques
within the component parts of an ecosystem services
assessment framework are discussed, including data
availability and sampling strategies, statistical data
analysis, geography and spatial models, meta-analysis,
environmental models, societal models, feedbacks and

loop analysis, and graphical models including Bayesian
belief networks. Statistics has an underpinning role by
providing tools to link together the component elements
along with their uncertainties for a thorough ecosystem
services assessment, and should be an integral part of
this developing inter-disciplinary research area [5].
According to the author Wang Y. et al. [6] and Bohács
et al. [7], a data quality parameter is a qualitative or
subjective dimension by which a user evaluates data
quality. Source credibility and timeliness are examples.
The value is directly or indirectly based on underlying
quality indicator values. User defined functions may
be used to map quality indicator values to quality
parameter values. Author Wang G. et al. [8] wrote that
the amount of data produced is significantly increasing,
thereby creating challenges for the organizations that
would like to reap the benefits from analysing this
massive influx of big data. This is because big data can
provide unique insights into, inter alia, market trends,
customer buying patterns, and maintenance cycles, as
well as into ways of lowering costs and enabling more
targeted business decisions. Big data analytics (BDA)
in logistics and supply chain management (LSCM) has
received increasing attention because of its complexity
and the prominent role of LSCM in improving overall
business performance. LSCM faces the most significant
challenges that can potentially result in inefficiencies
and wastage in supply chains, such as delayed
shipments, rising fuel costs, inconsistent suppliers, and
ever-increasing customer expectations, among others
[9]. Companies highly expect to capitalize on BDA in
logistics and supply chain operations to improve the
visibility, flexibility, and integration of global supply
chains and logistics processes, effectively manage
demand volatility, and handle cost fluctuations [10].
In the strategic phase of supply chain planning, BDA
plays a vital role. It has been applied to help companies
make strategic decisions on sourcing and supply chain
network design, as well as on product design and
development. In the operational planning phase, BDBA
has been used to assist management in making supply
chain operation decisions, which often include demand
planning, procurement, production, inventory, and
logistics. According to the authors Little and Rubin
[11], most statistical software packages allow for the
identification of nonrespondents by creating one or more
special codes for those entries of the data matrix that
are not observed. More than one code might be used
to identify particular types of nonresponse, such as
“don’t know” or “refuse to answer” or “out of legitimate
range.” Some statistical packages typically exclude units
that have missing value codes for any of the variables
involved in an analysis. This strategy is generally
inappropriate, since the investigator is usually interested
in making inferences about the entire target population
rather than the portion of the target population that
would provide responses on all relevant variables in the
analysis. Straka et al. [12] write that logistics systems
consist of a finite number of active elements that create
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the networks in which the logistics flows occur. These
systems have a stochastic and probabilistic character.
Before the design of the simulation model, it is necessary
to determine whether it is possible to design the model
as one system or a collection of several individual parts.
Many types of simulation software allow for the design
of models according to a hierarchical structure in which
the whole large-scale logistics system is represented
by one hierarchical block. This gives the possibility
of simplifying the entire examined logistics system
(including a complete waste recycling system) for
simulation and modelling purposes, as well as making
it possible to obtain valuable data that is suitable for
detailed software analysis.

Possibilities and Outputs of Statistical
Software Analysis
The rapid development of information technologies
and the considerable increase of their performance
gives space for the development and application of
specialized software tools, and for the needs of expert
activities in the field of statistics. According to Beller
et al. and Cheba et al. [13, 14], the use of automatic
statical analysis has been a software engineering best
practice for decades. However, we still do not know a
lot about its use in real-world software projects. Many
authors [15-18] write that very often, models are only
valid for one particular point in space. This type of
model describes a process such as nitrogen leaching in
a detailed way for this single point. For such a model,
many parameters must be determined (measured or
estimated) because the model reacts very sensitively to
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small changes in these parameters, in landscape studies.
Most elementary general purpose data analysis makes
the fundamental assumption that the observational
units analysed represent independent pieces of evidence
about the relationship under study [19, 20]. According
to Bazeley and Jackson [21], there is a widely held
perception that use of a computer helps to ensure rigour
in the analysis process. Insofar as computer software
will find and include a query procedure, for example,
every recorded use of a term or every coded instance
of a concept, it ensures a more complete set of data for
interpretation than might occur when working manually.
There are procedures that can be used, too, to check for
completeness, and use of a computer makes it possible to
test for negative cases (where concepts are not related).
Perhaps using a computer simply ensures that the user is
working more methodically, more thoroughly, and more
attentively. In this sense, then, it can be claimed that the
use of a computer for qualitative analysis can contribute
to a more rigorous analysis. Computer simulation is also
based on the same principles and its quality depends
on the qualitative processing of input data and the
ability of authors to create a formalized scheme with
its parameters for the creation of a certain computer
simulation model [22-26].
The need for continuity of production is gaining
ground for activity of individual departments to ensure
an undisturbed operation of the company at a minimum
cost. The increase in the production capacity is one of
the possibilities for achieving a higher profit by fixed
cost reduction. The process simulation models are very
efficient tools for detecting the bottlenecks in the process
course and for improving the process parameters. To

Table 1. Initial analysis of numerical variables: mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, sum within 5 years per group of waste.
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develop the proper simulation model, both theoretical
knowledge (technique of simulation, specific simulation
systems) and practical experience (description of the
system, its elements and their mutual interactions and
links) are necessary. The course of the simulation is to
be monitored in every phase. It is possible to determine
impacts on total function of the system from the changes
that occur at the output of the simulation model [27].
From everything mentioned above, the specialized
software can be considered as an important element
in the solution of a project, scientific research and
theoretical tasks for the needs of practice and academic
environment.

Fig. 1. Multidimensional analysis of all numerical data.
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Results and Discussion
Initial Analysis of Numerical Variables
The high value of the coefficient of variation
indicates that the type of waste reaches significantly
different values during the months of the year so that
there may be a seasonal impact. The low value of the
variation coefficient indicates that the type of waste
reaches relatively stable values for individual months
of the year, which can be positive when estimating the
production of recycled material components.
Interesting may be the type of waste that has the
highest and lowest average values and low or high
variability (standard deviation) (Table 1). The results of
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Table 2. Pair correlation analysis evaluates the relationship among all pairs of numerical variables.

the analysis ranked plastics granules with an average
of 755.05 t/month as being among the most productive
types of waste, followed by glass with the average
of 672.233 t/month and paper with the average of
645.25 t/month. These types of waste can be considered
relatively stable, from the point of their production, with
a coefficient of variation in the range 2.4-4.1%.
The multidimensional analysis of all numerical
data points to a significant positive correlation
between the month indicators of WASTE/DIGESTATE
with the correlation coefficient r = + 0.8071 and
BIOGAS/DIGESTATE with the correlation coefficient
r = + 0.8024 (Fig. 1).
The relationship among all pairs of numerical
variables was judged through pair correlation analysis.
The results of the analysis point to pairs where the
correlation is statistically significant. In addition to the
aforementioned types of waste in the previous analysis,
other pair indicators are included (Table 2):
–– GLASS/BIOGAS correlation NEGATIVE
–– SAND/GRAVEL correlation NEGATIVE
–– NONRECYCLABLET/DANGEROUS WASTE
correlation NEGATIVE

Fig. 2. Regression analysis of selected pairs of sorted waste.

–– NONRECYCLABLET/GRAVEL			
correlation NEGATIVE
–– GLASS/PAPER correlation NEGATIVE
–– ELECTRONIC DUST/WOOD PELETS		
correlation NEGATIVE
–– BIOGAS/WASTE correlation NEGATIVE
–– WASTE/DIGESTATE correlation NEGATIVE
–– BIOGAS/DIGESTATE correlation NEGATIVE
There emerged much higher dependence among
variables by repeating the multidimensional analysis
of the dependence among the types of waste and the
filtering according to the seasons: spring / summer /
autumn / winter. The impact of seasonality is evident
for some types of waste, which is worth further
research for reducing the risk of using individual
components of waste as a secondary raw material
(Table 3).

Regression and Cluster Analysis of Selected Types
of Sorted Waste
Although regression analysis was performed in
all pairs (Fig. 2), the result is a statistically significant
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Table 3. Pair correlation analysis evaluates the relationship among all pairs of numerical variables by season.
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Table 4. Variable clustering method.

linear regression model in all cases. The descriptive
capability of the models is in the range of (7.1; 65)%.
We examined the common features of each type
of waste by cluster analysis, and these clusters were
formed on the basis of similar behaviour. The principle
of cluster analysis is to group variables so that
maximum homogeneity of variables is reached within
the cluster and maximum variability among clusters.
Variable clustering provides a method of grouping
similar variables into representative groups (Table 4).
Each cluster can be represented by one component or

Fig. 3. Hierarchical clustering method.

a variable. Component is a linear combination of all
variables in a cluster. Alternatively, a cluster can be
represented by an identified variable that is the most
representative of a cluster. Cluster variables can be used
as a reduction method. Instead of using a large set of
variables in modelling, either the cluster components or
the most representative cluster variable can be used to
explain most variations in the data.
The hierarchical clustering method begins with
each observation of its own clustering. In each step, the
clustering process calculates the distance among all the
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Fig. 4. Analysis of plastics granule variability.

pairs of clusters and connects the two closest clusters.
This process continues until all points are contained
in one cluster. Hierarchical clustering is also called
agglomerative clustering due to the combined approach
it uses. The agglomerative process is shown as a tree
called the dendrogram (Fig. 3).

Analysis of Variability by Months of Selected Types
of Sorted Waste
The variability of the quantity produced of a
particular type of waste in relation to each month
was analysed by the analysis of ANOVA, ANOM,

Fig. 5. Analysis of paper variability.

ANOM for variances, graphical analysis of proportion
densities and compared densities. Our aim was to
exclude or confirm the impact of seasonality on waste
production. In most cases, the statistically significant
variability of the variable in relation to the calendar
month was not confirmed. We also examined the
variability of the standard deviation in particular
months, which represents the variance of the values,
in relation to the mean deviation for the type of waste.
The results notice the type of waste where statistically
significant deviations and certain months have been
recorded which are different from the rest of the year
(Figs. 4-6).
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Fig. 6. Analysis of glass variability.

Conclusions
Data that represents 15 types of waste during 5
years was input for analysis. It defined types by means
of descriptive statistics: the average, the standard
deviation, the minimum, the maximum and the sum of
waste that forms the most important part of the total
waste production. Thanks to that fact, plastic granules
with an average of 755.05 t/month were identified as
the most important, followed by glass with an average
of 672.233 t/month and paper with an average of
645.25 t/month. The persistence of waste generation
was examined through the variation coefficient in order
to reduce the risk of supply of these secondary raw
materials in the downstream supply chain. From this
point of view, already selected waste components can be
considered relatively stable with a variation coefficient
in the range 2.4-4.1%) to the least stable types, like
electronic dust, with a coefficient of variation of almost
23%.
Linearity of the relationship among different
types of waste is determined by using multidimensional
pair correlation analysis. Five statistically significant
negative and four positive dependencies were identified
from the 15 types of waste. When repeating the analyses
by data filtering according to the seasons (spring /
summer / autumn / winter), there was a significantly
higher dependence that differs in each season. That is
why the analysed ANOVA and ANOM variability of
production of individual components of waste by months
was provided, but the results were not statistically
significant in most cases. It would be appropriate to
further explore this area by other data sorting, e.g.,
¼ year, ½ year, etc. Finally, we found common features
of each type of waste by means of cluster analysis, and
clustering represented by one type of waste on the basis
of similar behaviour, which resulted in the reduction of

six waste components: digestate, glass, non-recyclable
waste, rubber granules, plastic granules and nonferrous
sand.
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